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tUISHIC ANALYIS o? VIUI M NAU 

Appadaesto a vessel may not significantly costrubute structurally 
-to tlas dynamic esogsof a model of a vessel. Noiever 
appendages cam affect the vessel locally by Vibrating differently 
ftoo the model of the vessel at the point of attachment.  

IM resporns speatrum method of analysis ise not. a strictly adequte 
'wW of qbtaining the msziii appendage accelerations Since It does 
not Include- the possible cosqecsof near iresonance between the 
vesel model and the a--edaoes modeke, 

"bis pape describes the method used to evaluate the maximum~ elastic 
differenti.&l acceleration@ between an Ia~pnMtly vibrating appendage 
model and an %lastic beam vessel model at the appendege mlevition 
due to known eswitations of doe blastic beam, model.  

V"s method Involves twos distinct, steps.. virstly, the necessary.  
time-absolute acceleration reootds are camputed at appenda;.  
elevations due to model exoitations. htosadly# the- mauimo dif
"MU& retal cleratioums betiecen each apedaemdel and the vessel 
model at the Wappedae elevation are obtaIned.  

Ue time-absolute soceleratfis recosie at. the apenag elevation 
wo e ompted by wse of a step-by-step a.-Arls analysis procedure.  
as equations of mutio for the vessel moddl are of the frin 
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DY taking asaltim feinremet (uOuAll than the smallest periaý.  
Otained fromi the modal analysis) and letting accelerations very 

linearly wi thi" the selected increment9 the. tions of motion 
onm be Integrated for the quantities Vu and toe h 

seletedtim nerent.1 Te vauesobtained are superimposed 
"Oan the values of these quantities existing at the beginning of 
the time Increment. This process is repeated for the duration of 
USe excitation. TMe tlMe-ab@olUte acceleration records tot each 
translational degree of freedom are the sums of liand 16 1 taken 
throughout the hiat~oq Of the lexcitation. I9 

IMs second step Is similar to the first step. %he equation of motion 
In 1)is v~itten for the appendage as a single depree-of-freedom 

elaisti. model using the time-absolute aqoeleration record obtained 
in step I at the apdgeelevation as the excitation., This 
patism Is solved In the same manner used Ina step I* The 

maism absolute value of I obtaineidis the quantity desired.  
it is the maximum difenta acceleration between the appendage 
"1e and the vessel model due io a khen excitation of the vess@& moe.  

Ifo amy appeuaglee this two-step arcdr should be executed thbree 
.times. this Is reqired to evaluate mormel, tangential and vertical 

epp~aide aftelerations with respect to a vessel 'oroes-section.  

Viso &C1ough, eynaic Response, by- Step'y-t Matrix Analaysi
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PROGRAM 31622 
WIM GURRATION PRRPROCUS~OR FOR V;AJRAN 31374 

In order to perform non-axisymmetric analyses on shells, 
the load must often be defined using Fourier series represen
tation. The purpose of Prog. 31622 is to calculate and 
store on magnetic tape a time history of the Fourier pressure 
ampliltudes. The formit of this tape is designed specifically 
for use with Program 31374.  

The input consists primarily of pressure versus angle versus 
time data at user supplied elevations. An option of the 
program enables the TVA furnished data cards for the Watts 
Bar Contaniment to be used directly. The pressures given 
on these cards can be sealed by a factor input by the user.  

The program plots the unscaled input pressure versus time 
for each shall compartment.  

In order to calculate the amplitudes of *the harmonic., a 
linear function in the circumferential direction Is assumed 
between given points. (See Figure 1).  

The output for user specified time Potep will be written on 
a labolod tape or disk file assigned by the user. Printed 
output co-sists of the Fourier amplitudes at every time 
stop plus the total nuab~r of timesteps for each harmonic.



Other features and assumptions of the program ares 

1. Only distributed loads are considered.  

2. The model consists of a cylindrical shell, and optional 
hemispiherical top head.  

3. The pressure has a block type 4istribution In the longi
tudinal direction. Se i.1) 

4. Any initial pressure acting on the shell can be subtracted 
from the input pressure histories.  

S. Amplitude*, for both sine and cosine toerm can be cal
culated with the user supplying the range of harmonics 
to be output.

I
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MPOGAN 31623 
POSY-PROCUSgSUR PROMvA FOR ?RORMN 31374 

Program 31623 was written specifically for the TVA Watts 
Bar Contaimnt Veusels. It performs thei following operations a 

1. Using Fourier Cats generated by Program 31374 (Dynamic 
Shell Analysis) . the sumed displacemients, fortes and 
stresses found f or various points around the shell 
circumference at each output point on the meridian.  

2. The maximum of the summed values along with the associated 
time and axitoath are saved for each elevation and printed 
out at the endc f the problemi.  

3. The following tables &to printedi 
I. Wadial deflection v at each elevation versus azimuth 
2. Longitudinal force* X# at each elevation versus azimuth 
3. -Longitudinal moment NO at eqch elevation versus azimuth 
4.* Circumferential force N #4 at each elevation versus 

asimath 

The time basis for these tables is the occurrence of the 
minismm loneitudinal force at the base.  

4. King forces are calculated using the equations shown in 
this writeup and then the maxinms are pointed out.  

So Displacemient traces at several elevations can be saved on 
a tape or disk unit.  

6. The mimbrane stress resultants are saved on either a 
tameor disk unit for input into the buckling check program.
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LeMim~ 0498AjIC*L j 

Program 21374 writes the Fourier amplitude results of the 
fundamental variables (w, u,, so# u,. 0# N#* M4# N) on a 
labeled tape after each timestep. Program E1623 reads this 
tape. interepolates to obtain the values at the output times, 
and calculates the remaininj forces1I and all the stresses.  

The amplitudes are then summed using the following equation: 

a 0 
f(xO,t) = 9 g(x~t)CosnO + 9 h n(xgt)Sirfne 

nwO nal 

x a meridianal coordinate 
t - time 

n NxA) * amplitudes of cosine harmonics 

h n xtt) * amplitudes of sine harmonics 
S a azimuth 

fMxOst) - Fourier sun 
PA = maximum number of circumferential. waves 

CALCULATION OF RING LOADS 

The assumptions used are: 

1. One of the principal axes of the ring is parallel to the 
axis of rotation.  

2. The ring is wvinetric with respect to tti' principal axis' 
which is perpendicular to tho axis of rotation.  

3. The shear center is at the centroid.  

I So l-472 of Ref. (1) for the 'q1:ationR ured.
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Vr *radial displacement of ring 

Vr *tangential displacement of ring 

N* 0 circumferential force in ring 

He e ircumlereantial moment in ring 

9,- modulus of elasticity of ring 
A *area of ring 
I mme~nt of inertia of ring, about y y 

* radial displacement of shell 

-J tangential displacementcof shell 

v r Ve (I +e%/rcmcIrc* 

r V 
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Where a dot denotes differentiation vith respect to the 
circumferential coordinate.  

Weld shear - the weld shear equals the jump in shell in
plane shear at the ring.
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PROGRhM Z1624, 

SCM- Spectral Curve Generation 

Program 31624 reads tho Fourier samplitudes of the deflection 
transients stored on magnoti c tapo from the output of progtam 
31374. The program then proceeds as follows to calculate the 
accelerations at uniform time intervals and to evaluate the 
response spectra: 

1. From the deflection transient for each harmonic, the accel
eration traces are COMPL Ld using three point central dif
ference for the first and last th:ree time steps, and a seven 
point jentral diftrernce elsewhere.  

a. Three point central difference oquationi: 
let i a f(t) be the function that fits a data seto 
then a three point central difference equation is: 

where, 
7 i+l " l(ti+1 ) y1  f(t) , and yi-l 1 f 11 

are three con ,cf-utive dir-'li-irs.'nts in the data set at 
equal time i~thtrvaeh h. whc.ro h -t L - t 1 t L- t

be Seven pulint canixa id Iii 'vreioreo equationn 
The seven point: iont~ral diltforence equation, using Stirling's 
forula at t~ r 3? i 

I-r 
11L-4131. -
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..001 amk100 ~ sh

~IL 2(y1+3 + I-)- 27 (yi, y~i-2)

+ 270(yi+i + Y1..1) - 490r1]

where, YW, " f (t1. 3) IF yi+2 0 t(tkt2) .eta...  

and h in as def ined above.

2. the 1ourier amplitue 

harmonic obtained in 

timestep.

-s oft the acceleration transient for each 

step aire Interpolated to obtain a colon

3. The accelerations of stop 2 &Ire summed for given angles&a

24, lawk

where, 
a = nuirher 
k a number 
j a number

Nasin so +

nurO
3 005 as

ci rcnumfcorntial waves (harmonic number) 

sine Ia3amoflicr 

casino harmonics

4. COX program 31669 11; no'w utce4 ai a subroutine to evaluate the 

dynamic response sp.actra and prese.nt the results on printed 

plots. A brief descripition qf this qrogram follows.

J16Tr4 I-to .78q*0 
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Description of Program E13910 

Shell Buckling Analysis for TVA Containment Vessel 

Introduacti on 

Program 913910 performs the buckling check of the TVA ice 
condenser containment vessel for Non-axisymmetric pressure loading 
combining with the dead loads and seismic loads occuring in the 
vessel. The non-axisymmetric loads are developed by CBI program 
E1374. The resulting stresses are tompared to critical buckling 
stress and by using a specified factor of safety the buckling ratio 
is found.  

Calculation of Dead Loads and Seismic Loads 

As a general rule, dead loads and seismic loads are calculated 
at a few points along the vessel and the vessel is checked for 
buckling at many more points. As a result tht program performs 
a linear Interpolation to derive the dead loads and seismic loads 
at any given point along the vessel.  

Calculation of Critical Buckling Stresses 

In order to determine the critical buckling stress at a 
given point It is necessary to determine the geometry in the 
region of that point. The program considers four cases: 

aI cylinders stiffened meridionally and circunferentially 
b cylndersstiffened circumferentially 
c pheres stiffened circumforentiall~y and meridionally 
d nstiffemed spheres 

for each of these conditions certain constants must be 
determined based on known geometry. This information is in the form 
of graphs and is input into the computer as a series of straight 
lines. Once these constants ore known, the critical buckling 
stresses can be determined using the aipplicable formulae. These 
calculations are based on Appendix H of TVA specificaticn 1440.
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BS=ET - Spectral Analysis for Acceleration Records bigitized 
at Hqual Intervals 

Pzogrm 31668 evaluates dynamic response spectra at various 
periods and presents the reusilts on a printed plot. Given the 
time-acceleration record, the program numerically integrates the 
normal convolution time integral for various natural periods and 
damping ratios. The computed relatiye displacements,, relative 
and pseudo-relative velocities, and absolute and pseudo-absolute 
accelerations are tabulated for periods from 0.025 seconds to 
1 second.  

Mathematical Formulation 

For a single degree of friedom system# the equation of motion Is 

mt+ Ac + kx a -mi"St) .(I) 
where m, ao and kc are the mass, damping# and stiffness, respectively.  

Dividing by n:. the following e'qnaLticn in obtained.  

x + 20 ~w ' + Ox ~ (2) 

S = perceitage of critical dampingj 
a a circula'r Ece'qsw'ncy 

the solution of sq. (2) in 

x(t) C c(t) - A(t.) (3) 

0,3 z? ' 
.

1, 
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Description of Program E13910 cant. 1isnhs 

Calculatirjs of Stress and Buckling Ratiqs 

The program calculates stresses and buckling ratios at any 
number of elevations and azimuths and for any number of time 
periods and then finds the maximum buckling ratio at each elevation.  
The program calculates four stresses at each point: 

a meidinalstress due to axial loads 
b~ mridional stress due to bending loads 

C crcumferential stress 
disear stress 

The program considers only compressive stresses. If a stress 
is tensile it is set e qual to zero. For each of the stresses 
a buckling ratio is calculated using the stress multiplied by-& 
factor of safety and divided by the critical bucklinq stress.  
These buckling ratios are then combined and five ratios result: 

a Axial + Circumterential 
b~ Axilal + Bending 
c Axial + Shear 
diAxial + Shear +. Bending 

a) Axial + Shear + Circumferential 

After t£hese combined ratios are calculated, the maximums regardless 
of time or azimuth are recorded for each elevation.  

In areas where vertical stiffening is present the prog ram calculates 
the bucklinq ratio of the stiffener acting with the sNell as a 
column simply supp6rted at each end. The portion of the shell 
used in the column is determined using the rules or the Shell 
Anaugis Mnu!al referenced in Appendix H4 of Specificatioi-llTO.  
Tihe buklTing Atio Is calculated in the manner discussed previously 
and the maximum is recorded.  

Program Output 

The program prints out the following data at each elevation 
considered: 

a Basic shell data and geometry of stiffeners 
b Load such as statid pressure, dead loads, and seismic loads 

c u ckling stress coefficient diThe five combined bucklino ratios..
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a (t) a 070t(1Ao+a0"o fin(L -GOcos0"rt) 

Ak t) - .I j V(C) gin [a(t-:)J dT 
0S 

; - (1-02) 

aid4 are the initialL velocity and displacement respeatively.  

At any point In time during the acceleration trace* c(t) is re
evaluated such that the Initial canlfitions are assumed to be the 
velocity and dispisacment ob~tainaed at the previous atep. Thusg 
the Integration for X(t) needs to be porformod over only one 
timestep, interval.  

2he relative velocity at each time in obtained by differentiating.  
N1* (3). Then Mq. (2) can be employed to determine the absoluite 
afoelerat~o..  

the spectral vajuews are then defineul an Lbs maxdimam values of 
A.and X*# occurring during thes record. The pseudo-relative velocity 

and pseud-absoluta aceeleratimn are then calculated using the 
fol lowing equations.  

a u 
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mf Contaimovat Vessel Is designed for static interval Wressure 

landing In Accordance with the ASK Biller and Pressure Vessel Code.  

Section 111. NOCleer Powr Plant Co~eents and Scction Vill, 

DIVISION 1, Pressure Vessels vith'Vlater 1971 Addenda. The stell 

fermiuae used In determining the minim required shell thicknesses ore from 

Psragroph U16-27 of Section V111 and art Shown below: 

Circumnfereintial Direction (CjinIMMCal Vessel) 

PA 

Nmridlonal Direction (Cylindrical Vessel) 

PR 
tm 

Spherical Shell 

.PR

Were: t 

S 

I

minion required shell thicknes (Inches) 

Internal pressure (psi) 

Vessel radius (inches) 

Allowable Stress Volue (psi) 

Shell joint weld efficiency

aC 3
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Other portions of the Contlaiment Vessel Such as the Penetrations 

and the personnel lock barrel are designed In accordance with the above 

rules as applicable.  

The Containment Vessel shell and stiffener rings are designed in 

accordance with Paragraph UG-28 of Section VIII for external pressure.  

The containment vessel Is designed and analyzed for the non-axisywietric 

pressure transient leads resulting from a loss-of-coolant accident in 

accordance with TIA'Specification 1440. Stresses are limited to the 

allowable stress values stated In Section A of this Stress Report. In 

addition, a buckling analysis Is performed to determine the stability of the.  

vessel in accordance with Appendix H, Revision 1, of TVA Specification 1440.  

which Is reprinted at the end of this section.  

PENETRATIONS 

The penetrations and reinforcement are proportioned in accordance 

with the rules presented In Paragraph NE-3330 of Section 111. In addition, 

the penetration assemblies and surrounding shell of loaded penetrations 

are designed and analyzed in accordance withi the rules presented in 

the Welding Research Council Bulletin Number 107. Permanent caps for 

spare penetrations are designed in accordance with Pdragraph UG-34 of 

Section VIII. The flanges and bolted covers are designed in accordance 

with Appendix It of Section VIII.  

LaII4r JEUAN CA..
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Attachment$ to the Containment Vessel pressure. boundary or to 

material required for' the pressure retaining function are designed in 

accordance with the ASPE Code, and the stresses are limited to that 

allowed by the ASHE Code. These rules are applied to the attachment 

for a distance from the pressure retaining material of 16 times the 

attachment thickness or 4 Inches, whichever. is lesser. The remainder 

of the attachment and other Items covered by this Stress Report are designed 

In accordance with the rules of the A!SC Manual of Steel Construction, 

Seventh Edition.  

BOTTOMI LINER 

Although the bottom liner Is furnished by CS!, the design responsibility 

is by TVA. The rules of Section III of the AS14E Code are not applicable.
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INTRODUCTION 

The numerical analysis of thin shells of 
revolution is a subject that has received a consi

derable amount of attention in recent years. Most 

of this attention has been given to the linear 

analysis of symnaetric and nonsymmetric loaded 

atolls. The dynamic (transient) behavior of shells 

has also been given some attention. Little dis

cussion has been presented for the static nonlinear 

behavior of a shell of revolution. Further, dis

cussions on 'the nonlinear transient behavior of 

nonsymmetrically loaded shells are minimal.  

Anamet and its consultants have illustrated 

the nonlinear dynamic behavior of isotropic shells of 

revouio.9,34* The purpose of this study is to 

report upon a nonlinear, dynamuic shell of revolution 

computer program which permits the inclusion of cir

cumferential rings. Sanders5 nonilinear equations of 

equilibrium ire used as the basis of this development.  

The constituitive relations used by Sanders are the 

same as Love's first approximation% A coampatible set 

of equilibrium equations is derived for discrete cir

cumferential rings and layered orthotropic shells.  

Program efficiency is attained by the described vari

able mesh spacing. The above features are provided 

in the SALL computer program, Even though the develop

ment is based upon a nonlinear theory, this program 

is applicable to linear, elastic, dynamic behavior 

of shells of revolutien. The linear and nonlinear 

features of the BALL programlare illustrated by a 

number of sample solutions. These results are iou'

parod to other published results.  
e._ptubr ent eeecs 

*superscrptnmrsdntrernc.  

I CC -3
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11 THEORY 

A. Shell Geometry 

Conaider the general shell of revolution 
shown in figure 1. Located within this shell is 
a reference surface. All material points of the 
shell can be located using the orthogonal coordi
nate system s, 0, C. where a is the meridional 
distance along the reference surface measurid 
from one boundary, 0 is the circumferential 
angle measured from.& datum meridian plane, and 
C is the normal distance from the reference sur
face. Further, let the location of the reference 
surface be de..ýcribe6~ by the dapendent variable r, 
the normal distance from the axis of the shell.  
Accordingly, the principal radii of curvature of 
the reference surface are 

Re a *r/Cl - (rl)2) I1 

.R C (rl)2Jy/r" (2) 

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect 
t, a. Further, note the Codazzi identity 

*r' (R' R- R))r (3) 

and the relation 

* - r/R. R. ('4)
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3.Stra! ±n-d isplacempent Relations 

For a sh~eil of revolution, the strain
displace~ent relations derived by San~ders5 

take tz.e form 

£SU' + W/R + (0 2 + 2)/2 

Ca V'/r +r' U/r. + W/R* + *4 02)/2() 

g , (V I + U */r - r IV/r + * 6 / 

IC 

K Q*/r +r' */r() 

K8 8z O~+ r' *8 1r + (Rl-1 R-1) 0J/2 J 
wh.ere ce, ca, and care the reference aurfaco strains. K a 
and Keare the benditpg strains, U and V are displacements in the 
directions tan-ent to the meridian and to the parallel circle 
respeczively, W in the displacement norr.Al to vhe reference sur
face, ane*5, O,, aLnd 0 are rotations definid by, 

0 .z - W, + UIRm 

06 a- W*/r + V/Re (7) 

0 a (V9 + r'V/r - U /r)/2 

!A thase Ge~uazionss and hencefort:h, a superscript doz denotes 
d!!pn~4-o wizh ratpecz to 0. ?T'e posizive di~'action of 
each dislaCGmnt and rotation variable-is in~leazed -4n fij-re 2.



Figure 2. Positive Directions for Displacemenets and Rotations

Fjgur* 3. Positive Directions for Forces, momants and Loads.
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C. Equations of Notion 
Converting Sanders' equilibrium equations to the 

equations of notion for a shell of revolution lead* to 

as a ('a aU/T' 

- rq* a rO Ns +* N )/RA * +C((No NO)V12 

N; +(rN,,*)' +r'Nee *rQS/Re + r((R'- R1')M 3 '/2(S 

rClmdC)32 V/3T 2- rq, * rC**N*+ s use *)/R a- rCS(N5 8 N*)] /2 

(rQ) *Q 0 -rN a/As - rN*/R 0  )2 rmd W/3T2 

-rq 4 Cr45 2 Ns r$,N,,) 4 (0 N* as*aN0 

and 

I'1 + (rM..)' + r Me - Q8 0(10) 

when the effects of rotar,y inortia are deglected. In equations 
(8) - (10), a is the mass density of the shell mazerial, T is time, 
q so q..' and q are the meridional, circumferential, and normal 
components of the applied pressure load, Q. ana Q are the trans
verse forces per unit length, Ms, N., and Nare the membrane 
forces per unit length, and M., Meg and M 8 ' are the bending and 
twistinig moments per unit length. Refer to Figure 3 for the posi
tive directions of the pressure components, forces, and moments.

*underlInMed terms are the nonlinuar terms
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D. Constituitive Relations 

The constitutive stress-strain-temperature relations 

assumed for the elastic behavior of the shall along the meridian

are the following equations relating the force and 

sultants and strain and curvature expressions.

moment re-

7C 
1 

C12 

0 

K 11 

K 12 

0

C1 2  0 K11 

C22  0 K 12 

0 C33 0

K 12 

K22 

0

C~ :1 a L dC 

K11 a I Dii C 

D ij a Bi1 C2 dt 

B j2 whe 
,:Vii

a ja 2G 11

0o 2 

o D12 

0

K12 

K22 

0 

D 12 

D22 

0

0 

C 

K 33 

0 

0 

D33

keg 

kee

ClT 

C2T 

0 

D 1T 

0

ý" (11)

(12a) 

(12b) 

(I 2c)

re 1 .192 ; 9 ii 0 , A j S:l,2 (12cd)

where 1, j v 3 (12.) 

(12f) 

(120,DiTUICI Edc /U1- V)

In equatione (12f) and (12g), i~s the local temperature chance 

and a is the coefficient of thermal expansion.

d F aq

140 

Ms 9 

Mao 

Where

I lie



The stiffness constants C1i. K1j* and Dip. and the 
thermal forces and moments CTand DiT are allowed to vary along 
the meridian. Equations CS) - (10) are 15 equations in terms of 
15 unknowns N, 8! me, N$6 M Nst Not mass Ost 0, *so 6 ks, k@9 k**, 
Us* u*, w. They may be combined in many ways to eliminate some of 
the intermediate variables. One such procedure Is to reduce the 
system of equations to four simultaneous second-order differential 
equations (the three equilibrium equations and the fourth of equa
tions (8-11)) following the concepts of reference (6). As indi
cated in reference (6) H 6 must be eliminated in such a way that 
k 8does not appear in order to preveont the appearance of i~jrivi
Vives, of w higher than two. From the fourth and fifth of 
equations (11), the necessary relation can be obtained as 

D FK DI2 Kll as F D, K1 

L12  --T. =L 22 - 1 J 

2~Cl1 3) 
2F 2T2 1IT 

and us, u., We and me are taken as the fundamental variables. The 
four simultaneous second-order differential equations can be written 
in matrix form as 

EX * Fa' Ona rs" *a + Us 4 PsE" F* F' + G': - v11 a e (14) 

where 

1 0 0 0 

a 4u 2 a a0 01 0 0 

it0 0 0 0 

and E, Fs 0. r, r, 9, r*, Ft, and Q* are 4 x Be matrices. The barrcod 
and starred matricos cont&An the initial stress anid deformation

owE -to
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quantities and vaniah if the initial state is a zero state. The 

starred quantities reflect the contribution of the square of the 
initial rotations on the behavior of the problem. Equation (14.) 
may be applied to linear static stress analysis problems by setting 
the barred and starred quantities to zero and letting 1 s 0, 
applied to buckling problems by setting a a 0. o and applied 
to prestressed vibration problems with e *0, and assuming z 
harmonic in time.  

E. Boundary Conditions 

In Sanders' nonlinear theory, the conditions to prescribe 
on the edge of a shell of revolution are 

Nsor U N o0r 

Q. or W M or 6 

where M5. and Qaare the effective shear and ~rnvreforces 

per unit length defined by 
H, :N* so 0R_ -R 1 W K/2 + ( a * a4/ (17) 

0 

M; *K/r - 05 5  - **N5* 11 

Using the equilibrium equation (9) to eliminate Q.from equation (18) 

leads to 
A 

Qs a(rI4a) M - r M.2/r -$NO - (39)0 

Elastic restraints at the edge of a shell can be provided-for by 
linearly relating the forces or moment to tho appropriate displaice
ments or rotation. Consequently, the boundary conditionubmay be 

given in the matrix form

U - //
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N U 

fr) ~(20) 

where r. and 7C are 4xs matrices and I is a column matrix. The 
values of the elements of these matrices are determined by the 
conditions prescribed at the shell boundary. Procedures have 
been dev;eloped for in~dependent boun~dary conditions of an un
coupled Fourier harmonic distribution. For the present case, 
however, simultaneous boundary conditions are imposed.  

F. Ring Stiffeners 

Circumferential ring stiffeners can bi simulated at an 
arbitrary location a'-ong the shell. It is assumed that the ring 
has principal moments ofi'inertia Ir and I ryabout the centroidal 
axes which are perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the 
axis of revolution. Fur'thers the cross-sectiopal area, A, eccen
tricity, 1. and torsional constant, GJ, of the ring'are specified.  
The basic problem is to determine the governing field equations of 
a ring that are compatible with Sander's shell equations.  

Cohen7 and Bsnl$have presented thie generali Ized 
stiffness of rings. Weeks and Walz 9 illustrate a more thorough 
discussion when the centroid and shear center of the ring do not 
coincide. The above authors use the energy approach to derive the 
stiffness of the ring.  

When the centroid and 'shear center are assumed to coin
cida and plane no'rmal sections are assumed to remain plane and 

1012



normal'during deformiation, the ring strain energy is given by 

uz .r a ('r O T)dA~dG 
r 2r r rT~(21) 

I (4 U U2 d.  

The hoop stress is defined to be 

a t E r Fr a ST T) (22) 

and th,.t strain is defined by 

Cr "'r - X kx Y ky(23) 

'"he strain energy for the ring is therefore expressed: 

2w 
2 22 

ur c EA 4 kEl + k El 2 k *k El 
rrx ry y 'X X y rxy (24) 

+ 0r *i/,r ) + 2 ECrNMr kX y X 

Where, the thermal loads are defined by 

N a- T dA (25a) 

N;. a- J Er a r X dA (25b; 

- Ja - Er a Y dA (25c.1 

x r1r
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and the *train displacement relations are 

C~~~& a4r"4W/.  

k~ a./r ky n/r 6)0 /ro 
x2 69r c 8

(bir - Vr)/rc
V

# Ur/rc 

The kinetic energy of a discrete ring ii given by 

T rp (x)(A C(U 2 +,V2 +,W2

1i *21 2 2 211 rt dO 
p got & " +~ '6 Sr~t - 2 xy tvrt#O t 

From the variational principle, the derivatives with respect to each 

of the fundamental variables will develop the' stiffness arnd mass 

matrices.n2 ~ 1

The stiffness matrix is defined for 

response by

A+

Symmetric

(27)

a given Foyarier harmonic, n,

n3 I 

n(A
n2 1

n2(A

r0 

nI xy 

1T)I 
n e

I.+n2 GJ F r

w4 
(25) 

V

14jrm14

(26)

I,

G E 
rai
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and the mass matrix 

r A'* n2~ n% 10 y 0 

2 n 

(29) 
Symmetric % .A n Tc 0 

'7 

'[he displacements and the rotation of the ring are 
related to a point on the shell's reference surface at the ring 
attachment by 

tor U ite1 * 

Vr *0 e2/rc U V (1 4 e1/r0) e 1 0r, W (30) 

Wr W 2s 

where the eccentricities of the ring to the shell are 
a and a. in4 the X and Y direction. respectively.  

For pr'smatic rings the force-displacement relations 
are noted to be 

N c0 A ( V ) r Fe

K,6 ERIJ W **P (33) 
r r'" r 

K C W1*- U;/r) tr rco, r r 

With the defia1tion of aW, and by vubstitutinfl *qua
tion (28) whi~ch ropz'esents the stiffness Into equation (14)s thl3 
ring can be easily introduced into the overallI equilibrium 4f t)h 0!'1".
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M! ETHOD OF SOLUTION( 

A. rourier Expansions 

The crux of the method used here to solve the nonlinear 
field equations is the elimination of the independent variable 0 
by expanding all dependent variables into sine or cosine series 
in the circumferential direction. only loading and initial-condi
tions that are symmetric about a datum meridian plane will be con
sidered. Thus, the variable #.can be expressed In the form* 

0 (n) coosno (3?) 

0 nNC 
where oais a referenc6 stress level, E 0  Is a reference ela7rtic 

modulus, and %Ae nond.`mensional series coefficient *C n) is a 
function of the independent variables a and T. Similar' series ex
pansions can be made for the remaining dependent variables.  

B. Modal Uncoupling 

In order to e~im~nate the independent variable 8 froma the 
problem, and convert the partial differential equations to sets of 
uncoupled partial differential equations, the nonlinear torus are 
treated as known quant~ ties or pseudo loads. Since every nonlinear 
term is the product of two Fourier series, each product can be re
duced to a single trigonomietric series wherein the coefficient is 
Itself a series. For example, using equation (32), 4 2 can be 
expressed as 

2302 . a (33)(n 
a *WC)m)# coo smcoosno(3 
a o 0 ma O naO 

OThacraticdally, hecomplete Fo4rier series including both the 
sine and cosine expansions should be used because of the 'possibility 
of "odd" displacements occurring under "even" loads , i.e.,v a bi
furcation phtromenon. This aspect is not considered here for the 
nonlinear case.
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Since 

CossoCos no (Cos Cu-n) a + Cosn WmA) 93 (34.) 

equation (18) can be given in the form 

a (3- i i osn 5a) 
0 nrO 

wheo Ci 0 () *(in) I(i-n I) 0-J440 

?~ (n + (35b,' 
a 1.  

with o r0 forn :0 1ifor £ 0 n 

lýl for n 0 j2 for iz :n 

Similar 30rieS expressions cap be derived for the other nonlinear 
terms In equations CS), (8), (17), and ( 1 .8 b). They are 

2"a 
00 ~ 0.Cos no 

0 nZO 

20 

r- ACos its 
0 na0 

00 
* oo j no* co s nno 

na 

#" a* 0h0alo f orsn no
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* N I a0 h0 a nosin no 
nal 

%"0 N Ih sin no C 360c 
nal 

S5 N so" Ch 0  f no is sinno 
nz 1 

where h0is a reference thickness.  

As a result a' the trigonometric series expansions, there 

is one set of governing equations for each value of n considered; 
when only the linear terms are considered the sets are uncoupled.  

The presence of the nonlinear tcrms couples the sets through terms 
like 0(n as given by equation (35). However, by treating the' 
nonlinear terms as known quantities and grouping them with the 

load terms, the sets of equations become uncoupled.  

C. Spatial Finite Diffierence Formulation 

Let the shell meridian be divided into K - 1 equal incre

ments, and denote the end of each increment or~station by the 

index i. Thus, i a I corresponds to the initial edget of the 

shell and i a X corresponds to the final edge. One fictitious 

station is introduced off each end of the shell at i1 0 and 

i aK * 1.  

Lot the first and second darivatives of z at station i 
be approximated by 

z (a,*, - zii,)/2h (36a) 

a. a z tC-2z -LAA6(3b
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where 6 is the nondimensional distance between stations. Substi
tuting equations (36a) and (36b) into equation 14. leads to 

A~ ZiSi * B~ i j * C1 i *i- , gi 26;j COZ/at 2 )1  (37a) 

where 

A 2E 1/A * F.i 

B i *-4E 1/A +2 AG 1  (37b) 

C 2Ei/A - F 1 

2 3 A eiPizV 

and i a-1, 2 . . . K to insure equilibrium over the total length of 
the shell.  

At the boundaries equation (20) must be satisfied. Thus, 
substituting equation (36a) into equation*(1'.) leads to 

a I Z (all 1J1  A 1 ):1 - Q1Hlz0 a : -a1fI(3) 

at the initial edge, and 

a O1iZl ' 
0 'z A )zK 1 - (36b) 

X K ~l (OJK X OHKX,-l tK - KfK 
at the t..nal edge.  

For many cases, a shell structure comprised of composite 
elements develop discontinuity stresses near their juncture point.  
For example, a discontinuity in the membrane stress re~sultants will 
occur at the juncture of a cylindrical and spherical shell. In 
order to more accurately determine the stress distribution near 
these discontinuities, the mesh dirntribution must be finer than 
those areas away from the junctu6'.

A~ a-#
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A variable mesh spacing is represented at station L 

i-I O 

Let $a Ratio Ui-1)6L and *A Ratio MiALI where AL is 

the mesh spacing at the last station.' From a Taylor's series 

expansion 

2 - z~ - BA + (00)2 Z (CA) 3 zlt+(39u) 

2 6z2 2 O) z(9.  

Multiplying the first by B and the second by a 2we obtain 

for the first derivative 

Zi (0+0)40A (0 i.l + -0 _ 2) Zi .02 Zi~l3 

- aB 2  off (40) 

o (A) 

and for the second derivative 

Z: 2' 0CB~ - (0+0) Z,+O 2±-1] 

2(*-B)h z'' "I'.1 

Since the error term in tho second derivativq is of 

order A, a variable mesh spacing'through the discontinuity should.  

not take place. Errors will occur at the junctitro of the variable 

,4moth. If the beonding is low in thcee regions - no significant 

error in the solution should occur.

At-- 9,A
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I Introduction 

In displaying the transient response Of A structure to time

dependent loading, there are two primary choices available.  

One is to use the actual time history or "signature" of the 

measured or predicted quantity as the best index of the re

sponse characteristics. Secondly, some type of spectral 

representation which shows the predominate frequency content 

of the signal can be constructed. The use of the ITT for 

spectrum tz~insient ground acceleration evaluation had been 

earlier proposed by Citerley (1. In the present study the 

computation of an acceleration spectrum from transient data 

using the Fast Fourier Transform (FIT) algorithm is presented.  

The end result is a Fortran IV Digital Computer program for 

implementing the solution. The program was developed for use 

as a post-processor in analyzing the displacement output from 

a rshol) of revolution c~ode; however it can also he used an a 

general purpose signal a-alysis routine.

CE.22.
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III Analysis 

A. Continuous Solution 

The acceleration spectrum equatlops will be shaown in "continut

ous"* form and then restated for digital computation. For dis

cussion purposes, the signal to be analyzed is a finite ac

coloration time history i,(t, contii",ous in the interval 

04t<T9 and identically ser., ou%4a'de. The frequency content 

of Xs(t) in a narrow range centered at frequaency v n canl be 

examined by concidering the solutioir of, 

X 2t E 2 k t) #* X(t) -X(t() n n 

whieh is the response of a lightly damped ((((1.0) single

degree-of-freedom spring-mass system to base acceleration, 

The solution of (1) for the acceleration response.  

X ), can be expresseet? in integral form as, 

X(t) j0 h Ct-1) X*(r) drT 

n , sin [a n t-i).] X*Cr) &r 

The above solution assumes zero initial conditions in X and 

i.  

The acceleration spdctrum of is will be defined as the maxi

mum absolute value of XI i~e.  

Si (o;C KAX (ADS C i~t) 3)(3) 

a MAX CASS C W, nJ .6 sin w n Ctar) XOMCr)d)

&4*3
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Tho argument (w ;C) denotes that S- is a function ofa 
and parameter, F~.The selected values of C will usually 
be on the order of 0, .0S, - - - .20.  

Defining the Fourier transform of X(t) as, 

XUiW) 10 J M et dt (4.) 

then a transform solurion for X can be obtained. Taking the 
transform of bott, sieas of (2) and applying The well-known 
convolution theorem, t-he following is obtained, 

X~iu.) :h(im) X*(iw) 

~ 2 " w w 

is n 
Taking the anverce Fourier Transform of both sides, 

wherc, the inverse t)%ansfors is defined as 

X(t) a X-(iw) a..' J X~iw) eIi1t dw (/ 

Tuitus in terms of Fourier transforms the acceleration spectrum 
can be expresaed, 

S OW;)z MAX'( ABS C 1(t) I g 

a AX (ABS W Xe (4 iW) O*""' dt 

W~n + W..I



B. Digital Solution 

The most common method of solving for Z(t) is by numerical 

integration of equation (2), e.g. Simpson's rule. With the 

development of the Fast Fourier Traneform (FFT Algorithm, 

(see for example Ref. 2), it can be shown that it is numeri

cally more efficient to use the transform form of the solution 

i.e. equation (6). Two digital solutions of the acceleration 

stectrum will be presented; one where the displacement signel 

Ct(-) is given and the other where the acceleration )ý (t) 

is given.  

Using the notation and the definitions from Ref. 3, the FI'r of 

the digital. timec series X(t) , t2O1 1, - - - - 9 N-1, is 

given by 

N-1 21itt 

XMt I VO ) C N() 
t=O 

Notice that. the units of frequency are now Hz rather thani 

Rmd/sec as in the provious section i.e.  

W:C2T f l) 

wna2w f n(lob) 

The time interval is At z T/P1 and the frequency interval ii 

6f a l/T z1/NAt The highest frequency is Naf 9 1/At 

which is the digital sampling rate. Thus 'hctrc are an equail 

number, N, time ordinates and frcqj~irncy ordinatcz:;. The in

verse FFT of X(;) i.s give~n by, 

N-1 A jvwiti 

XC?) * 1 X(t) a0 (11 

too

."SI441-tilts JASIMOUtt'l it-#, J UVO
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One additional discrete transform theorem (Ref. 3) for finite 
diffuerence derivatives is needed.  

2wit; 2i 
N-il AX(t) T 1 _Cl?)( 

tAt -1) at 

where: AX(t) =X~t*1) - X(t) (12a) 

Thus (12) gives the Fourier trans~form of the forward differ
ence derivative of ihe functiorn, X(t).  

The discrete tr~ansform solution of equation (6) can now he 
written,a 

2 N 
N-1 f2 X, t) c (1) 

f2 -f2 *2 f fi t=O ni n 
where: f t~t, t 0, 1, - - - -, N-1 l3 

f nrnAf, OSýnil4-l 

Substituting for f E 

N-i ^2 --- 21itt(l) 
im ~ -1 ---- W_ Uli n2 -t *2- 2 

The computational procedure for solving (14) i3: 
(1) Solve for R0(t) given the input signal, X*(t 
(2) Multip~y X*(;) by the complex filter function in tho 

brackets 
(3) Take the inverse transform of the complex product ob

tained in step (2).
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For the case where the displacement of the signal is Oiven 

rather than the acceleration, the derivative theorem of (12) 

is applied i.e.  

t:-O 
(15 

-2vit 
CI (e N X6) 

Thus~ the computa.'tLonal proceduro for solvinz (14), given -the 

displacemont, X,(t, is as follow-' 

(1) Solve for the transform, (t 

(2) Cow~puiýe X0Ct) by (15) 

(3) Multiply X,(t) by the complex filter function accoz'dira& 
to (lII) 

(4) Take the inversel ironsform of the complex product obtaintJ 
in step (3).  

The accelera~tion spectrum S ,w" is eosily solved flrom 

thb definition, once the acceleration i(t) is known.
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III Computer Prog~ram 

A corputer program is described for evaluating the acceleration 
spectrum given either a displacement or acceleration signal.  
An arbitrary number of functions can be analyzed. The damping 
values and spectral frequencies are specified in the input 
data.  

The FFT routine employed in computing the discrete transforms 
is that of Ror. P.* The program will accomodate up to a 3-D 
complex function Since the FFT tcchnique relies on the iength 
of the time series being of the form N:22, 9 where n, is an 
integer, the method of "filling out" with zeroes will be used.  
For example if a time s~eries of length 1000 is given, then ?'4 
zeros values will be added to form a new series of length 

N a 21 1l024.  

The computer proeram is written in I*OKTI(AN lV dnd is listed ina 
Appendix A. A schematic of the solution for ono input signal 
is chown In Fig. 1. The input time histories (displacement or 
acceleration) are analyzed sequentially. The input data format 
for each signal is given below.  

Card 1 - Control Card 
Format (315) 

Col.  
1-5 MKIND Ul for Displacemant, 7 for Acceleration) 6-10 ND (Unit Number of tape or dru.i for u-se ira 

copying input or output data) 11-15 NL (Length, iaumbor of data points in input 
signal)

Othcar stanadard routinoc, arc aiv.ailable throurth SHIARE.
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Card 2 - Control Card 

Format (SF10.0) 
COL.  

1-10 DELT (Input record time interval, see.) 
11-20 ZETA (Damping rAtio, nondimensional) 
21-30 FLO (Acceleration spectruam lowest frequency r'e

quired, Hz) 
31-40 FHI (Highest frequency required, Hz) 
41-SO DF (Frequency interval, NO: 
5 1-60 CONST (Scale factor) 

Card 3, - - - 0 N Data Cards 

Format (SF10.0) 

The card image form of the time series data can easily be 

changed to accommodate other formats. Also the time series 

data can be suppDlied on Unit ND via external control cards, 

so that handling of bulky cards is avoided.  

EMD Card 

Foimat (15) 

Col.  

1-.5 99999 (End of Data) 

This card is supplied'after all of the input signatures havo 

been read and signals the end of the data deck.  

In using the program and interpreting the spectral results, it 

must be remembered that the highest frequency component in the 

data to be analyzed must be less thtan 1/2 the highest FFT 

frequency, (f ax L ). If this is not the case, digital 

band-pass filtering of the raw data must be performed prior 

to spectral analysis. The latter can be easily accomplished 

using "autoregroaisive" or "moving average" techniques.

CEZ7
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Figure 1 Flow Diagram for Calculation of Acceleration Spectrum 
for DisPlAoenent or Acceleration Input Record 

Read 
Control A 
D ata 

ReaDd Select Comput :e 
Input Spectral pc 

Signlal ur.. uMC.  

Comp~ute Compute I 
Compu) ritex .1 l~u u 0 Rang 

F1T LTransform Ole 

Signal1 No- Output rt 
Dispi. Acceleration otu 

? Transfomu 

ye 
Compute fComputc.  

A~cceleration Inverse 

A)
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ABSTRACT 

Efficient rmethod. for ps adicting the effects of attached iatimeaa on tho 
vibration chaaracteristics of riosi and shell structures were duyelopedl suis 
substantigated with experimsental data. Analytically, the series exf'Lnnion 
technique was used in solving the mass-loaded shell problcti, while both 
thenfnite-element: and transfor-rrAtrix nmethods were employed in the ai,%Jy
sis of niasa-loaded ring structures. E~xperimen~tally, alumninumi rIng and 
shell -structures loaded with discrete messe-s wore excited by a clortrica'l 
Induction force. and the vibratory motion was mecasuredl layr.a PeutblnFLticrIlly 
revolving proximity gage. The influences of the masses of the exciter Pand 
of the inottrumentation, thus, wore elirninatud. step., s~ data vlere ahtalned 
with mirniature accoleroinetgrs and *'ii! a Pre.arnlty gnk,' for com-pareon~ 
purposes. The studcios show, in addition to the ampitida~l claan&,Os of tlo 
local vibration rersponse causod by the addition of thc' discrete mnrns~ta, the.  
frequency shifts, the clian~p of modal behr-vlor, and thn trastaoairsibility 
characteristics reculting froan thea increatsed dincrete an~.rs on tha itvucturao.  
Tite results show (l) that Lthe rosponso £attithulatic,) for the first moda wft.c 
somewhat similar to the procedure* currenitly recommiende by NkSA/MOUiciL 
for predicting the amrlituwio reduction of Ole. local vibiraltisi ruslionco of 
unloaded structure to account for thea influence of the ridcitleon of ilia mali.: 
(2) that for higher modes, much more artplitude radursllosi: wore fntml, VU4 
the rate of r~anplituda reduction progromncd vory relidady; and (3) thnt tho 
transnmiusibility charActerisitics In a functina~ nf normnal anodes, boiadc:tecl 
.somne difforencom for boamsis platcu, hiennycoaish platas, rings, &n4 shells.
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7.0 CCI;4CM-0IOS 

The analytical andi expeircsisncstt1 siidIlen Of tho 13111138-lovdcintl offects 
an% vibrt)Tion of rHeap and &)otels can be susmnarixcd asi tollown: 

1. FEfficlctit mothod. have boon cloveloped for analyxing vibration of 
mass-loaded ring And Miaill structures.  

2. Analytical resulte closely aglrccc with tatt ditta~.  

3. Frequoincy-saiffts for niLac-toadcd ringit and ci~ci1s diffcered 
somecwhat front those previousaly otsutinod in thet Pb3.t-ci I ;!..:d JI 
of this progrnzhl for tlia ciince of bcanitm #ric) pir ter. lukc.urs of 
the raootioin of Ilia ntacs Iastcrr.cted %'ith ti.a: tvou- or thrur
dinioaaiounl iriotions of Ilia suloport v-tructurcss the offtict of 
mace loading an rlinpr :.iid cli0115 c.:tucoI P. deccrcat c in llLturid 
frequesicivit; hato~ve~r, for tho hig~her madocv, theio riquency 
shifts t.ocamc Not% siftnificant ms; -the att:e~chCl rira;t: i-icri:~&or..  
This InfuiniiLicit% wn.%c prvct:cntecd to Ithic rupcort Iit t1wu fuarn4 if 
equationc, ta-hIcfa. plotal. and, noutedirneaicitiioual g.ris;.Ria for 
various apsplcations.  

4. Tranninisgihal~tlviti ind aittent~ialona followed a trand shailear to 
that of bortms and plittcu. but po'uoassud t-pucikil chbarsrtcrltiltka.  
Ili The rsuita faolcawed the oquak Inu y a A + )A. hich %.-as lmrov~numly 
ette~blisahd toI'i Ptsiacs I said 11 of this prol-ri'an. Thec cocfkicieuto 
A. U3. and a in van i dotc.ramined fro~as list. t&IsmnnihuclityiI' picelain t 
conjunctioni witih firin- text dittio anid somne cintildutatioai for desilgn 
safety.  

S. Muse landing also cauntal chatnigar in mode Outlier Laid diumipet~ra~nce 
of @onto 111oilce A't tho 111.1511 raiemuatitng lcicciioaa: haowo.ver, these phio
noinicti. of rintirp nisd choRls. devintuel froma that of Laor~ms &irt platenl 
and wore. dcnioni.satrvd by tost d;.Ia and comp~uter solutions it% this 
report.  

6.. Ilie froe VitbrAtIC1a clonrilcterl1.tics of mrinc-loaduit shillia can bo 
solved analyticuillF by tlia Fotir tar sowiac-evxpauiaono toclanique.  
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which givos closed-fornm and nearly easct Cul"HtOMi ThitL nielliod 
required the urm tif foiar Pitainniaaaostic of lite in it i j loniaft Inratcid 
of only two suisnn~~iatina of nri it teruras in describo Ilie lisleractedl 
motion, 

7. Tranotfer nitatrix methods were efficient in c'olculpting ilia Iowcar 
frequencies ot ring structures, while tlia finuite -eleatatnt method 
was goo4 for bioth Wwvor and hig)sor frequoncico. 71io transfer 
miatrix method, howcevar, offered a simple direct solution which 
provided a step-hy-ustep insighkt intLo the solution antl was helpful 
In the study of responso characteristics.  

S. The developed experiniantal. and instrumentation techniques 
permitted contitisuous plotting of mode shaper and producedt 
nieaningfidl data for immedizatc evaluation dueiaig tlia tesl.  

9. Suffiecrc,;Ldatat had been obtained for smadlir mass rittio. lo butter 
define the o ~-auucsdisig phensomena, 

As a general conclusion itc tbe study, th* trcnl of mar-es-lo.-ding efracto 
on vibraLiini of rinp Pnll s~hell &tructurca Iwo hot-it estrhahitth&d staid tlia pre
diction mathacis havu. been develsipcd; howe'vc'r. rorno refused vissilios and 
investigallont, for ajpphicitti(Jns are Pectde*d aoid rcccmi~nulocd ts fe41lrwa:: 

1, Refnea the cloted-form eXact-LOW1ut0o techntquo for thell vibration 
analysio.  

2. Flurther define tilea siwlymis of matso-loading effects modal 
chisracterlollraa cat shell strusctu ret.  

3. Investigato the fisaltec-lomcnt tochsniquc for obtaining an approxi
mate solution for shell vibritict..  

4. Apply results to solve brachatry problomsm, definition of support 
structures, design of local structures, and toext and evaluation 
of comp~onents.  

S. ftrtlsor rufine tlia eirrorinionti-l techinique.  

6. Simplify its. anialytical Poliuthiii. and ruiluca the* mnathaonM teat 
comiplexity for furthsur dovu~l-eyinent lit tlia ilefuitiiia of tlia battlc 
innits-Ioading niach.-ninin 

7. Exctend1 the devoiolpc.) ninthod: to 4olve viliration problelmi of corn
plicrited hAselt outictkirvq Irt'doud wil ilkc.t propellanlas, rinS 
frkain~ut, llCsgeAVI-111. 91d A vitricty of edI.-crelI si Atir's.  
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